ballet premieres

opera repertoire

opera repertoire

opera repertoire

Richard Wagner

Das Rheingold

The Ring of the Nibelung – preliminary evening
opera in one act

Jiří Kylián – Johann Sebastian Bach – Dick Heuff

Sarabande

Conductor u Péter Halász
Director u Géza M. Tóth

Hungarian premiere
This work conceived for six male dancers attempts to capture the essence of male
existence, and portrays various aspects of manhood, such as aggression, self-discipline,
vulnerability and sexuality. In addition to the visual, the sound is also entirely unique:
the riveting atmosphere of Bach’s remarkable acoustic world is also built on sounds from
the dancers.

Cast

u Mihály

Kálmándi, István Kovácsházi, Marcus Jupither, Ildikó Komlósi

The first instalment of Wagner’s monumental Ring Cycle introduces the audience to the
magical world of Rheinmaidens, dwarves, gods and giants. Drawing from Icelandic and
German sagas, Wagner astonishes audiences with stories set to music of such grandiosity
that no one can claim to be left unaffected.

Charles Gounod

Faust

opera in three acts

Igor Stravinsky

The Rake’s Progress

Falling Angels

Conductor u Marco Comin
Director u Michał Znaniecki

Conductor u Martyn Brabbins
Director u Ferenc Anger

Cast u Dario Schmunk, Gábor Bretz, Andrea Rost, Gabriella Létay Kiss, Zoltán Kelemen,
Róbert Rezsnyák, Szilvia Vörös, Gabriella Balga, Bernadett Wiedemann, Judit Németh

Cast u Péter Balczó, Péter Kálmán, Eleanor Lyons, Andrea Meláth, András Palerdi,
Annamária Kovács, Dávid Szigetvári

Many composers have been “tempted” by the Devil over the past 250 years, but the
most outstanding operatic adaptation is Gounod’s French grand opera, which is based
on Goethe’s Faust – The First Part of the Tragedy. Romanticism, elements of horror and
gothic motifs add a taste to this perfumed, smoky drama, a story of romance, temptation,
and the eternal fight between religion and satanic forces.

What makes us happy? What desires do we have? What price do we have to pay?
Tom Rakewell sells his soul to the Devil unwittingly. Eventually he becomes disgusted by
his pleasure-seeking lifestyle and ends up in a madhouse. The rake’s progress ends in
downfall with a game of cards with salvation at stake. This is evolution reversed,
a parable of the loss of innocence. Part black comedy, part obituary.

12, 14, 18, 21, 25, 27 February, 5 March 2016 Opera House

8, 10, 13, 15, 21 April 2016 Opera House

The subject matter of Études is the classical ballet technique, the school, the everyday
training, the measurement of skill and art. It lets audiences into the secrets of how a
ballet routine is built up on stage, how classical movements and a refined beauty of
steps triumph over the laws of physics.
Conductor

u Imre

Kollár

29, 30, 31 January, 5, 6, 7 February 2016 Erkel Theatre

Sir Kenneth MacMillan – Jules Massenet – Martin Yates

Manon
ballet in three acts

Conductor u László Kovács, András Déri
Choreography adapted from Marius Petipa and Lev Ivanov
by Rudi van Dantzig
Folk dance choreography u Toer van Schayk
Tchaikovsky’s first ballet is the most beloved classical piece in ballet literature. It’s as good
as customary for the same female ballet dancer to portray both Odette, the pure, innocent
white swan, and Odile, the seductive, manipulative black swan; and this is also the case
in the Hungarian National Ballet production that premiered last season.
10, 11, 14, 16, 17, 18, 21, 24, 28, 30 October 2015 Opera House

Conductor u Gergely Kesselyák, István Silló
Choreographer u Sir Kenneth MacMillan
Staged by u Maina Gielgud, Gary Harris
Sir Kenneth MacMillan managed to reinvent not just the language of ballet, but also
its subject matter: on many occasions, he reached for modern, socially and societally
charged themes that no one had ever dared to touch in any genre, let alone in dance.
Manon won enormous acclaim from audiences, while critics were shocked by an immoral
plotline that was completely unprecedented in the world of classical ballet at the time.
At the Opera, it is staged with the original scenery and costumes.
20, 21, 24, 26, 28 February, 2, 4, 5, 12, 16, 18 March 2016 Opera House

László Seregi – Sergei Prokofiev
Antonio Vivaldi
Photos: Szilvia Csibi | Pál Csillag | Vera Éder | Péter Herman | Attila Nagy | Tomas Opitz | Péter Rákossy

classical ballet in one act

classical ballet in three acts

opera in two parts

Hungarian premiere

Harald Lander – Carl Czerny – Knudåge Riisager

Swan Lake

7, 11, 13, 15 November 2015 Opera House

Jiří Kylián – Steve Reich

Études

ballet repertoire

Rudi van Dantzig – Toer van Schayk – Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky

White, Black –
Opposites Attract

The choreography presents eight female dancers moving to the first movement of Steve
Reich’s percussion work, Drumming. The ballet portrays the dancers’ attempts to reach
perfection, in which various attributes of the female psyche and female existence also
appear: pregnancy, birth and motherhood.

ballet repertoire

Farnace
opera in three acts

Conductor u Pál Németh
Director u Ferenc Anger
Cast u Xavier Sabata, Tünde Szabóki, Viktória Vizin,
Atala Schöck, Barnabás Hegyi, Nóra Ducza, Dávid Szigetvári
Farnace was Vivaldi’s favourite opera. The plot revolves around the King of Pontus,
recently defeated by the Romans, whose mother-in-law despises him and conspires
against him. Intrigue, politics, a death sentence, love, manipulation, and hatred become
intertwined as the characters find themselves in the most extreme of situations and
traverse an enormously wide range of emotions.
4, 6, 11, 13 December 2015 Opera House

Romeo and Juliet

Pietro Mascagni / Ruggero Leoncavallo

Cavalleria rusticana /
Pagliacci
operas in one act

Cast Kamen Chanev, Attila Fekete, Gyöngyi Lukács,
Alexandru Agache, Csaba Szegedi, Éva Balatoni,
Veronika Dobi-Kiss, Melinda Heiter, Zsófia Kálnay, Andrea Rost,
Polina Pasztircsák, Péter Balczó, Tibor Szappanos, Zoltán Nagy
Conductor u Máté Hámori
Director u Georges Delnon
These two pieces can be considered twin operas as they have much in common. They are
probably the greatest examples of the verismo movement of naturalistic operas depicting
the problems of flesh-and-blood characters. It is no wonder that the performance of the
two pieces together on a single evening rapidly became customary.
27, 31 March, 2, 15, 17, 27 April Erkel Theatre

Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky

Pique Dame
opera in three acts

Conductor u Vassily Sinaisky
Director u Vadim Milkov
Cast u Anatolij Fokanov, Zoltán Kelemen, Dániel Vadász, Ferenc Cserhalmi,
László Beöthy-Kiss, Lajos Geiger, Bernadett Wiedemann, Szilvia Rálik, Erika Gál,
Kornélia Bakos, Erika Markovics, Eszter Zavaros, Árpád Szűcs

ballet in three acts

Conductor u Gergely Kesselyák
Choreographer u László Seregi
Seregi’s spectacular and colourful piece, which made no secret of taking inspiration from
Zeffirelli, fundamentally reformed traditional storytelling in ballet by conceiving a fullblooded Renaissance tale for the stage whose living and human subject matter and acute
attention to tiny movements, coupled with its superbly crafted situations and picturesque
scenery, won over viewers both in Hungary and abroad.
15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22 January 2016 Opera House

Hermann, an eccentric among the officers stationed in St. Petersburg, is courting a much
richer girl above his station. Liza’s grandmother and guardian is a mysterious countess
referred to only as The Queen of Spades, because as an obsessive gambler, she knows the
secret of the unlucky card. Hermann’s focus of attention turns
from Liza to finding out the nature of this secret,
and the passion for gambling that overwhelms
him as well unleashes a chain of tragic events...
3, 7, 9, 14, 16 April 2016 Opera House

John Cranko – Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky – Kurt-Heinz Stolze

Onegin
ballet in three acts

Conductor u István Silló, Kálmán Szennai
Choreographer u John Cranko
Cranko’s classical ballet shows brilliantly that Pushkin’s novel in verse is a gem of world
literature that depicts eternal and universal human relationships and situations:
“You I await: With a single glance / Revive the hope that’s in my heart,
Cut short this heavy dream I cherish, / Deserving, I know, reproach and scorn.” 		
						
(Pushkin)
1, 4, 6, 7 May 2016 Opera House

Special events with outdoor programmes
19 & 20 September 2015

Special events with outdoor programmes
26 September 2015

CAR-FREE WEEKEND

SEASON OPENER

The Opera will once again be participating in the worldwide Car-Free Weekend series with
commedia dell’arte performances on the Sphinx Terrace on Saturday and Sunday, with
a grand Shakespeare Show on Saturday and a live feed of West Side Story beamed onto
Andrássy Avenue. Visitors will be greeted with plenty of seats, culinary delights, and an
enormous LED wall under the night sky.

Giuseppe Verdi

Donizetti u The Night Bell 19 & 20 September 2 p.m. – Sphinx Terrace
Donizetti u Madmen by Design (premiere) 19 & 20 September, 4 p.m. – Sphinx Terrace
Menotti u The Telephone 19 & 20 September, 6 p.m. – Sphinx Terrace
All the World’s an Opera House u Shakespeare Show 19 September 8 p.m. –
Andrássy Avenue Stage

ALL THE WORLD’S AN OPERA
HOUSE
On this evening, the artistic works created by William Shakespeare will show how they
continue to flourish 400 years after his death on the outdoor stage on Andrássy Avenue,
on the closed-off roadway in front of the Opera House. Once again, we are putting our
commitment to “total-art” on display with something we could entitle All of Shakespeare,
the Musical Version, as the uniquely twisting tale that follows is sewn together from
excerpts from the great English playwright’s works, and is at various times spoken, acted,
sung, played and danced, with the audience sometimes being asked to help add life to
the proceedings. The evening will bring together the finest singers and ballet dancers in
Hungary, as well as the Opera’s chorus and orchestra, to perform in front of the Opera
House as video mapped imagery plays across the building’s facade behind them. This
will be preceded by an afternoon programme of unmissable commedia dell’arte opera
performances, which will make the Sphinx Terrace the place to be.
Conductor u Géza Köteles
Director u Péter Kálloy Molnár

Otello

opera in four acts
Conductor u Pinchas Steinberg
Director u Stefano Poda
Cast u Roberto Aronica, Gabriella Létay Kiss, Mihály Kálmándi, Judit Németh,
Gergely Boncsér, Gergely Ujvári, Antal Cseh, Ferenc Cserhalmi, Géza Zsigmond
Operatic life will resume on Andrássy Avenue as our artists accompanied by the most
important figures in opera and ballet – all in costume – return for the season opener, this
time ferried by beautiful antique Oldsmobiles. Once again, provided that the interior seats
sell out, there will be 1,200 seats out on the pavement, and viewers will be able to watch
the events of the premiere inside on a giant screen. The intervals will feature screenings of
two films commissioned by the institution in 2014. On the afternoon of the season opener,
we will also be staging one-act commedia dell’arte pieces, as well as a ballet performance
choreographed by Balázs Vince.

opera premieres
Leonard Bernstein

West Side Story
musical in two acts

Conductor u István Dénes, István Silló
Director u Péter Novák
Cast u Erika Miklósa, Helga Nánási, Gergely Boncsér, Boldizsár László, Zsófia Kálnay,
Lúcia Megyesi Schwartz, Károly Szemerédy, András Káldi Kiss
Leonard Bernstein’s classic musical is appearing on a Hungarian opera stage for the first
time. The piece is based on Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, and the conflict between
immigrants and “natives”, and warfare between street gangs are, unfortunately, not
problems that are unknown to our own time, either. Bernstein’s music and, not least of
all, Péter Novák’s direction combining operatic voices and elements of dance theatre will
ensure a powerful start to the season at the Erkel Theatre.

SHAKESPEARE BALL
2014’s Silver Rose Ball featured a performance of Richard Strauss’s Der Rosenkavalier to mark
the sesquicentenary of the composer’s birth. The 2015 carnival season was likewise crowned
by a ball at the opera house, this time as part of the Faust Season. Just as the year before
last highlighted the theme of sport, and last year that of science, this year, the guest list
will focus on men and women from the world of commerce. We’ll be inviting Hungary’s
grandest personalities from this realm, along with our guest artist and supporters of the
Opera. The ball will see the Opera House’s neo-Renaissance ediface dressed up in the garb
of the Renaissance itself (out of due respect for the Shakespeare Season), and it will also
retain its charitable aim: we will be continuing our ambulance project, and through the
Dalszínház StreetBall will also once again provide an additional cheerful opportunity to
make donations in the area outside the Opera House, where we’ll also be projecting the
Renaissance-themed festival programme from the Shakespeare Ball.
Conductor u Péter Halász Principal Music Director
Director u Ferenc Anger Artistic Director, Tamás Solymosi Ballet Director
Hosts u Szilveszter Ókovács General Director, Noémi Morvai (Duna Television)

Jules Massenet

opera premieres
Giacomo Puccini

ballet premieres
Wayne Eagling – Solymosi Tamás – Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky

Werther

La bohème 2.0

The Nutcracker

Conductor u Michel Plasson
Director u János Szikora
Cast u Arturo Chacon-Cruz, Zsolt Haja, Tamás Busa, János Szerekován,
András Káldi Kiss, Atala Schöck, Mária Celeng, Nadin Haris

Conductor u János Kovács
Director u Damiano Michieletto

Conductor u András Déri, Péter Halász, Máté Hámori, Imre Kollár, Domonkos Héja
Choreography by Wayne Eagling and Tamás Solymosi

Cast u Gergely Boncsér, Zoltán Nagy, Zsolt Haja, András Kiss, Orsolya Sáfár,
Ildikó Szakács, Gábor Gárday, Lajos Geiger, László Beöthy-Kiss

The choreographies of Wayne Eagling enjoyed worldwide success, especially his
exploration into the story of The Nutcracker. It was his fantastic technical knowledge and
his dedication to the story’s thematic material and Tchaikovsky’s music that convinced
Ballet Director Tamás Solymosi to invite him to collaborate in the vital and delicate task
of realigning this quintessential ballet production of the Christmas seasons with the
requirements of the 21th century dance and set design. This is the first time in the life of
the Hungarian National Ballet that an artist of such worldwide stature has developed a
choreography tailored specifically to its members, as well as taking inspiration from them.

opera in four acts

Jules Massenet, the foremost French composer of his day, had long been preoccupied
with the already century-old work. Although he finished Werther in 1887, success came
only in 1903, when the Opéra-Comique included it on its programme. It was at that point
that Paris, along with the rest of the world, truly went mad for the opera, which portrays
a lovelorn young man expiring amidst a harmonic arrangement of children’s Christmas
carols.
25, 29, 31 October, 5, 8 November 2015 Opera House

11, 13, 20, 25, 27 September, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 October 2015, 22, 26 May 2016 Erkel Theatre

opera in two parts

Some opera pieces are “eternal”. A story, however, can be told in different ways and
in different settings. Director Michieletto presents before us a map of modern Paris: its
bohemians are the impetuous and lovable youths of today. They live in rented flats,
their windows glowing with amour. The contemporary direction faithfully and rivetingly
interprets both the message of Puccini’s original work and the love of Mimi and Rodolfo,
and their ensuing tragedy, which is something that can also happen today, in only slightly
different circumstances.

ballet in three acts

19, 21, 26, 28 February, 3 March 2016 Erkel Theatre

Die Königin von Saba
opera in four acts

Conductor u János Kovács, Kálmán Szennai
Director u Csaba Káel
Cast u Zoltán Kelemen / Károly Szemerédy, Péter Fried / András Palerdi,
Eszter Sümegi / Anikó Bakonyi, Boldizsár László, Róbert Rezsnyák,
Erika Gál / Andrea Ulbrich, Eszter Zavaros / Katalin Töreky, Ferenc Cserhalmi
Sultry erotica and the magic of the Orient permeate Goldmark’s music. According to the
ancient legend, the Queen of Sheba sought Truth and Wisdom, and when she heard of
Solomon’s wisdom, she journeyed to Jerusalem to put the king’s knowledge to the test.
She unleashes her charms on one of Solomon’s diplomats. The despairing young man,
by calling the Queen a “goddess”, commits blasphemy and is banished to the desert as
punishment. Under the endlessness of the scorching sun, two paths stand before the
young man...
24, 29, 31 October, 5, 7, 12, 14 November 2015 Erkel Theatre

Il trittico

Il tabarro / Suor Angelica / Gianni Schicchi
operas in one, act

Cast u Mihály Kálmándi, Eszter Sümegi, Attila Fekete, Gabriella Létay Kiss,
Ildikó Komlósi, Péter Kálmán, Orsolya Sáfár, Péter Balczó
Il trittico, or ‘triptych’ – a term that originally meant ‘triple altar’ – includes three one-act
operas with unrelated themes: the verismo opera Il tabarro (“The Cloak”), with its dark
and violent plot about residents of a barge on the Seine, the redemption story of Suor
Angelica (“Sister Angelica”), and the out-and-out farce revolving around greed and
intrigue that is Gianni Schicchi.

Though this be mad dance! –
yet there is method in it
Robert North – Bob Downes

Troy Game – with Heroes
Troy Game – with Amazons
Troy Game was created with the purpose of showing masculinity and the “macho spirit”
in dance in a uniquely ironic light; captivated by rhythm, energy and good mood and
diverting from traditions, the male dancers of our era are provided with an opportunity to
show their talents.
Conductor u Imre Kollár

Petite mort

Petite Mort is a strangely meaningful depiction of the ecstasy of the sexual act. And it
might be possible that the moment of joy which might also be the conception of a new life
is a memento as well: our life is relatively short, and death remains close all along.
Marius Petipa – Sir Peter Wright – Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky

Richard Wagner

Die Walküre

The Sleeping Beauty

Jiří Kylián – Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Conductor u István Dénes, Kálmán Szennai
Choreography adapted from Marius Petipa by Sir Peter Wright

The seemingly motley pictures choreographed to German Dances by Mozart are obviously
incongruent our environment, and dwarfed beside the steady existence of the restless
world which – for some undeterminable cause – rankles us.

ballet in three acts

music drama in three acts
Conductor u Gergely Kesselyák
Director u Ferenc Anger

ballet premieres

Jiří Kylián – Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

28, 29 November, 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 18, 20, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30 December 2015
Opera House

Giacomo Puccini
Karl Goldmark

6 February 2016

opera premieres

Conductor u Péter Halász
Director u Géza M. Tóth
Cast u István Kovácsházi, Sebastian Pilgrim, Tomasz Konieczny, Eszter Sümegi,
Linda Watson, Judit Németh
With this production, prize-winning animated film director Géza M. Tóth will be
continuing his task of reconceiving the entire Ring Cycle. Following on the heels of Das
Rheingold, Die Walküre will now be imagined anew on the stage. Once again, the laws of
the gods clash: can paternal love save a lad who has violated the sanctity of marriage? And
what punishments await the woman who protects the as-yet-unborn and innocent hero?

12, 16, 18, 20, 26, 29, 30 December 2015 Erkel Theatre
6, 10, 13, 17, 20 March 2016 Opera House

The king and queen invite all the fairies in the realm to the christening of their daughter,
Aurora, with the exception of Carabosse, who casts a curse on the child… To stage the fairy
tale, the superb ballet master Marius Petipa created choreography with technical demands
that still make it one of the high points of classical ballet. Sir Peter Wright’s glittering
production – with stunning stage sets designed by Philip Prowse – rethinks the original
story while still preserving the iconic moments from Petipa’s earlier work.
17, 20, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28 April 2016 Opera House

Six Dances

Johan Inger – Maurice Ravel – Arvo Pärt

Walking Mad
Hungarian premiere

This piece conceived for the stage with nine dancers moving to the music of Ravel’s Bolero
reflects the Socratic principle that “the greatest blessings find us in the face of madness”.
18, 19, 20, 24, 26, 27 September, 3, 4 October 2015 Erkel Theatre

